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Untitled (Judo house part 2) 2009
oil on canvas
195.0 x 136.0 cm
Courtesy the artist and Yuill|Crowley
Gallery, Sydney
Nigel Milsom’s figurative
paintings are rendered in a stark
monochromatic palate. Captured at a
larger than life scale, Untitled (Judo
house part 2) 2009 depicts two martial
arts fighters engaged in contest. The
intense, concentrated velocity of
their action is captured in Milsom’s
use of high contrast, and in gestural
brushstrokes that obscure the
background so that the two bodies
converge into one confounding,
almost sculptural form. With a lighter
hand, he convincingly details the
folds of their crisp white uniforms,
giving volume and mass to their
presence. Here Milsom demonstrates
his deft ability to render drapery,
attesting to his interest in classical
sculpture, a canon of art history that
has been influential to him. Milsom
graduated with a Bachelor of Visual
Arts from the University of Newcastle
in 1998 and later completed a Master
of Fine Art from College of Fine Arts,
University of New South Wales,
Sydney in 2002. Since then he has
exhibited widely, winning the Sulman
Prize in 2012 and the Doug Moran
National Portrait prize in 2013. In
2015, Milsom infamously won the
prestigious Archibald Prize for his
portrait of revered barrister and close
friend, Charles Waterstreet. HM
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Make it be that the pm stops looking
like me 2016
oil on board and clay
137.0 x 90.0 cm
Courtesy the artist
Politics, popular culture and humour
collide in Tully Moore’s Make it
be that the pm stops looking like
me 2016: a portrait of twenty-six
of the twenty-eight exclusively
white, male Prime Ministers in
Australia’s constitutional history
to date. In a separate frame, above
this fragmented composition of
faces, sits a portrait of Julia Gillard
– the singular exception to this
otherwise homogenous political
line-up. Moore’s practice often
begins on the streets, in graphic
motifs and imagery discovered
on walks around the city. Here,
in the shape of a gaudy mass in
the centre of the painting, he has
appropriated a stylised outline of
male genitalia; applying it – as with
graffiti – so as to literally deface
this collection of faces. Make it
be that the pm stops looking like
me is characteristic of enduring
concerns within Moore’s art practice:
combining representational imagery
with illusionary elements and the
visual language of popular culture
to satirise and criticise ideology and
authority. Moore graduated with
an Honours degree in Fine Art from
the Victorian College of the Arts,
Melbourne, in 2008. AK

